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The painting installation with the title Mise-En-Scène (French for staging) shows a cinematic scene containing the threshold between reality 
and fictionality. The concept of this work is based on the theoretical work by Thomas Elsaesser / Malte Hagener. Life-size paintings refer 
to the tradition of the trompe l’oeil  painting and its analogy to the immersion effect, known as a concept in the theory of theatre and film, 
which describes a state of consciousness where the viewer submerges in a fictional reality.
Also the title ‘Mise-en-scène’ is a term used in film and theatre, which has been significantly influenced by the french film critic André Bazin 
in the 1940s and 1950s. Mise-En-Scène describes the calculated structure of an image where the arrangement of the figures, the space, 
the light and the things in the picture as well as in the scene plays an important role.

 Exhibition View: Galerie Freifläche, Nobilegasse 23/2, 1150 Wien, Jan 2014

Mise-En-Scène 
2014

Installation, 7-pieces



Window 
2014
Oil on Canvas

150x230 cm



Man with Tie 
2014
Oil on Canvas

230x150 cm

Man with blue Shirt 
2014
Oil on Canvas

230x150 cm

Observer 
2015
Oil on Canvas
230x150cm



Observer
June 2015

Installation, Scenography

 Exhibition View: Startgallery, MUSA

Being an observer and being observed at the same time.
This setting is focussing more on the visitor being in a theatrical painted stage, while the man with the camera, the „observer“ creating the illusion of 
being watched by him and vice versa.





Window II
Oil on Canvas
150x230 cm



Des espaces autres
2015
Oil on Wood, 25x17x30cm



I‘ve build this model after I‘ve read Michel Foucault‘s essay about „Heterotopia“. (Hetero: different or other, Topos: Place)

Foucault uses the term „heterotopia“ to describe spaces that have more layers of meaning or relationships to other places than 
immediately meets the eye. In general, a heterotopia is a physical representation or approximation of a utopia, or a parallel space 
(such as a prison) that contains un_desirable bodies to make a real utopian space possible.*

Examples for heterotopias: retirement homes, hospitals, mental clinics, prisons, barracks, graveyards, cinemas, theatres, gardens, 
museums, libaries, festivals, guesthouses, brothels, colonies and ships.

Heterotopias are spaces which are part of the society but are not visible in everyday life. Like death has been banished in 
graveyards and retirement homes, lust and extramarital sex in brothels, sickness and insanity in mental clinics, new life and new 
borns in hospitals, knowledge and culture in libraries and museums. Heterotopias have certain functions and require a ritual to 
enter them. Entering a heterotopia forces visitors to behave themself in a certain manner.
The interesting part of Foucault‘s concept of Heterotopia is that every artwork contains a Heterotopia and entering those 
Heterotopias requires to try to understand that artwork.

*Foucault, Michel: Of Other Spaces (1967)



Musée d`Art Contemporain de Faux, 
2016

Installation/Scenography

Display
Metal
35x35x70cm

Black Door/White Room
Oil on Canvas
210x100cm

This setting plays with references from well-known artists and artworks which might look bourgeois. Also to create an illusion of a fake 
museum.



Museum of Wishes
Nov 2015

Oil on Canvas, 25x25cm

Within a certain timeframe collectors and friends, who either own an artwork of mine or I own a work of them, could make a wish: what kind of artwork 
do you want to see in a museum or gallery? No matter if it’s art or not, their wish had been come true in form of a 25x25cm little painting. The idea 
of this work is to reflect on the conditions of frameworks, what makes art to art. It’s always debatable what is art and what not. Some are privileged 
to make art, some are not and then there are the others who have the money to buy art or support artists. But where art moves is always within a 
certain institutional frame, which makes the art world indeed very inclusive, but isn’t it the case with everything in the world? The institutional frame 
is a public sphere where a certain political discourse is going on. As an artist I can start a political discourse and set up an institutional frame, where 
people are invited to debate about an issue. So the white wall and the observers in the paintings constitute my artistic gesture and frameworking.

all Information about museum of wishes can be found on this website: museumofwishes.wordpress.com

A wish by Ana Loureiro A wish by Hotel Butterfly A wish by LUTZ



A wish by Alexander Friedrich A wish by Peter O.S. A wish by Bernhard Baszizsta

A wish by Katharina Geosits A wish by Annika Friedrich A wish by Michael Brunner



Black Window/White Frame
2016

Oil on Canvas, 25x25cm

This series functions as the counterpart of „Museum of wishes“ and reflects more on art from the 20th and 21st century. As those artworks tell 
their political agenda and criticize their time, e.g. breaking the aesthetics of the bourgeoisie, denying representation or taking a feminist position 
to criticize the male dominated artworld, fighting their place to be presented in institutions and be part of art history, their subversive character, 
after reaching what they demanded turned into conformism and in the worst case they are turned into products of capitalism for an exclusive 
elite. Nevertheless, this series tries to objectively reflect modernism and „post-modernism“ and it also shows my interest in highly political public 
spheres of respresentation.

Lucio Fontana Sean Scully Mark Rothko



Sol le witt

Lucio Fontana Daniel Buren Gerhard Richter

Eva Hesse Piet Mondrian



A walk with Burschi
2014
B/W Analogue-Photographie, digitalized
media variable, max. 20x30cm

Place: Schillerpark



Place: Gallery Martin Janda



Place: Museumsquartier



Place: Gallery Georg Kargl



Place: Gallery Georg Kargl



Place: Gallery Mezzanin



Place: Gallery  Meyer Kainer



Burschi
Oil on Cardboard
20x30cm
2014

A walk with Burschi
Photobook
20x30cm
2014

An Hommage to the austrian photographer Peter Dressler  (17. 09 1942 in Brașov, Romania; † 15. 09 2013)
He worked 35 years as an assistant in the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna for Friedensreich Hundertwasser und Hubert Schmalix.
As I had a talk with him in 2012, I tried to understand his works by taking his dog “burschi” for a walk and to visit with him galleries. As Peter 
Dressler was traveling in Paris and Vienna, he took „Burschi“, a three-dimensional photo object, with him in several famous art museums. 
Making „Burschi“ to a submissive companion and a little funny model, but “Burschi” is also pointing out, that photography is a medium where 
you have to walk to your objects and places which caught your intention.

Altough Peter Dressler studied painting and was an assistant in an painting class at the academy in vienna, which is today the class for 
figurative painting, he is well-known as a photographer in Austria. I wanted to understand his works and photography as a medium, since I’m 
not a photographer, so I’ve decided to take his dog „Burschi“ for a walk and take him to similiar place where Peter Dressler might take him 
also. As an artistic decision I wanted to learn photography in a very basic level and to work with black/white and analogue.
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